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Abstract
High resolution x-ray spectroscopy has revealed a complex structure in the spectrum of
core-ionized elements. To date, theoretical reproductions must be fitted to experimental results
using fitting parameters to account for transition widths, energy corrections, spectator
intensities and spectator broadening—up to 12 or more parameters depending on complexity.
We provide here the first accurate reconstruction of the Kα spectra in titanium using only
instrumental broadening widths as free parameters. We also determine structural systematics
in observed shake processes in transition metals for the first time.

respectively), arising from the 2p 3 → 1s 1 and 2p 1 → 1s 1
2
2
2
2
transitions respectively. Additional features, known as satellite
lines, were also identified in early investigations. Although
the correct explanation for these features was offered early
on [8], definitive evidence supporting this explanation was
not available until computational atomic physics and highaccuracy x-ray experiments [9].
Satellite transitions affect all core-level emission and
absorption experiments; satellite features can be seen in ultraintense x-ray experiments [10], plasma physics experiments
[11], x-ray absorption experiments [12] and many others.
Despite a long-standing need to understand these transitions,
due to the difficulty of atomic structure calculations in complex
atoms we have only recently been able to properly investigate
these processes theoretically, taking into account such effects
as relativity and electron–electron correlation [13, 14].
Following an inner shell ionization event, valence shell
electrons experience a change in potential due to the outgoing
electron, and due to the increased effective nuclear charge
they now experience. The changing potential can cause an
additional electron to be excited into a higher shell or the

1. Introduction
The x-ray emission spectrum has long been a subject of
interest. Asymmetric peaks and the appearance of satellite
features hinted at complex atomic processes beyond a
simple bound–bound transition. High-intensity sources such
as synchrotrons can provide accurate experimental spectra,
however interpretation of this data requires equally accurate
theoretical deconvolutions. As well as being of interest
for fundamental atomic physics, the shape and relative
intensities of peaks are related to the molecular and solidstate environment of the atom [1–4] as well as the means of
K-shell vacancy creation (for a comparison of photoionization
and electron capture, see e.g. [5]). In this paper the focus is on
photoionization of an isolated free atom.
An atom bombarded with electronic or photonic radiation
produces ‘characteristic’ radiation [6]. At energies greater than
the 1s-ionization threshold (the K edge), the most intense
radiation is the Kα line, which arises from the 2p → 1s
transition [7]. In heavier elements, relativistic splitting of the
2p shell divides the Kα line into distinguishable Kα1 and
Kα2 lines (also often referred to as the KL2 and KL3 lines
0953-4075/13/015002+07$33.00
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In the following paper we apply the theoretical results
of our earlier shake-off calculations [21] to the Kα spectra
of titanium, consider the extent to which we are able to
account for satellite intensities, further consider the robustness
of previous fitting methods, and demonstrate a significant
reduction in the number of fitting parameters necessary to
describe the Kα spectrum. We also show that the titanium
spectral asymmetry cannot be reproduced using a mixture of
valence states as opposed to previous work which showed it
was possible for copper [20].

continuum. These processes are known as shake-up and shakeoff respectively. The characteristic radiation emitted by an
atom with a shaken-up or shaken-off electron is shifted and
distorted compared to the atom without this excitation or
ionization. Consequently, a population of core-ionized atoms
with a sub-population that has undergone shake-up or shakeoff produces a complex x-ray emission spectrum consisting of
an overlapping diagram and satellite lines.
A number of authors have published ab initio calculations
of shake-up/off intensities [15–19]. These values tend to be
in good agreement with experimental results for atoms with
low atomic number and closed shells. For complex, openshell atoms, however, these calculations are discrepant from
experiment by up to an order of magnitude. For example,
Anagnostopoulos found that the 3p satellite contributed 15%
to the scandium Kα spectrum, compared to Kochur’s ab initio
calculation of 6.0% [17] and Mukoyama’s 7.8% [18]. The
3d satellite was found experimentally to contribute 38%,
compared to the 5.0% predicted by the two previous sources.
At present it is not clear whether the theoretical values or the
experimental analysis is at fault [20].
A recent paper by the present authors has provided a
new approach to shake-off calculations [21]. Large, relativistic,
multi-configuration calculations have been performed for the
3d-transition metal series. These atomic models have been
used in a multi-configuration shake-off calculation, and have
provided new ab initio shake-off intensities which appear
to be in better agreement with experiment than anything
prior, although some elements still have large discrepancies.
Furthermore, the robustness of the experimental analyses
to which these theoretical values are being compared is
questionable [20].
When the atom is ionized with an energy significantly
above the ionization threshold, the outgoing electron leaves the
atom in a short time-period compared to the relaxation time
of the valence electrons. In this case, the valence electrons
experience a sudden change in the internal electromagnetic
field due to the reduced screening of the nuclear charge and
are affected accordingly, with a finite probability of being
excited from their current state [22]. This is called the sudden
limit.
It is within this framework of photoionization
accompanied by shake processes that x-ray emission spectra
are usually analysed [23]. Atomic structure calculations are
used to determine the energy and intensities of transitions
corresponding to the diagram and satellite cases. These are
then broadened and fitted to experimental spectra. From this
fitting, satellite intensities can be determined.
An analysis of this sort depends on complex atomic
computations. In atoms with multiple open shells (such as
transition metals with core and satellite vacancies) these
computations are extremely difficult and time-consuming.
Presently, only a few transition metals have had such
calculations performed [23–25]. Phenomenological methods
provide a simple alternative to detailed computations with
deceptively plausible results [26, 27]. However, in cases where
both phenomenological and theoretical methods have been
used the results are inconsistent (cf [23] and [26] for example).

2. Theory
The calculations in this paper were carried out using
GRASP2K [28], a fully relativistic, multi-configuration atomic
structure package. Two sets of results are referred to in this
paper: the first are the shake-off calculations described in detail
in [21]. These are ab initio, multiconfiguration calculations of
the shake-off probabilities. That is to say, they compute the
probability that upon ionizing the 1s electron, an additional
electron will be ejected into the continuum.
The second are the energy and transition strength
calculations described in [24, 13, 14]. These give us line
energies, strengths and shapes, allowing diagram and satellite
lines to be fit to experimental spectra. The calculations
presented in this paper represent a significant advance over our
previous work; the total number of configurations involved in
this work exceeded 4000 000. These relativistic Dirac CSFs
must all be orthogonalized and stable for the computation to
converge.
2.1. Atomic structure calculations
Atomic states are expanded into linear combinations of
configuration state functions (CSFs) of well defined parity
and angular momentum,

cr (γr JM)
(1)
(JM) =
r

where (γr JM) are linear combinations of Slater
determinants, built from orthonormal Dirac spinors, having
parity and angular momentum quantum numbers JM
forming an orthonormal basis, and γr contains all the
quantum numbers necessary to distinguish states. The mixing
coefficients, cr , are determined by diagonalization of the
Dirac Hamiltonian, which occurs simultaneously with the
optimization of the radial wavefunctions.
A reference CSF set serves as a zeroth order, minimal
element basis set. Higher-order corrections are included by
increasing the size of the CSF basis. Convergence must
be monitored through systematic enlargement of the basis
set. The CSF basis was created by allowing single and
double excitations from the 3d and 4s subshells to an
active set of virtual orbitals. Because the energy ordering
of the 3d and 4s subshells differs depending on the core
electron configuration, care was taken to exclude CSFs
which appeared to be excitations but that actually had a
lower energy configuration. Early tests indicated negligible
contributions from core-valence excitations which were
2
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subsequently excluded from final calculations in order to
improve wavefunction convergence.
Virtual orbitals were optimized independently for each
angular momentum + parity symmetry. This results in more
rapid convergence and decreases overall computation time,
however increases instability especially in higher angular
momentum states. Additional large calculations with an
expanded number of correlation orbitals were performed on
a few of the lower angular momentum + parity symmetries.
These have fewer angular momentum couplings available
which reduces the size of the calculation, and hence the basis
set can be expanded further for these symmetries than for the
system as a whole. The rest of the results were then shifted
slightly to match the energies thus calculated, improving
overall accuracy and providing a better fit to experimental
results.
In this paper, we have also expanded our previous
calculations to include all possible valence electron
distributions between the 3d and 4s shells. The results of this
larger calculation will be compared with our previous results
later in the paper.
The result of an atomic structure calculation is a series
of transition energies and strengths. Since each angular
momentum symmetry was calculated individually these need
to be renormalized to reflect the branching ratios from the
initial states, which are assumed to be populated statistically.
An example of these results is presented in figure 2. Each
transition is then convolved with a Lorentzian function in order
to provide a theoretical spectrum.

(equation (1)). Within this description, the overlap integral in
equation (4) becomes

c j dk (N) j |∗ (N)k 
(5)
(N)| ∗ (N) =
j

where |(N) j  and
are the initial and final atomic
wavefunctions, c j and dk are mixing coefficients, and |(N) j 
and |∗ (N) j  are CSFs with parity and total atomic angular
momentum equal to that of |(N) j .
2.3. Isolating valence configurations
In our previous work [21], shake-off probabilities were
averaged over all possible 3d and 4s valence configurations,
giving each a statistical weighting. In the present work, we
isolate each configuration, in order to individually apply
the probabilities to the atomic structure calculations detailed
previously.
These results are presented in figure 1. Increasing the
occupation of the 3d subshell unsurprisingly increases the
probability of an electron being shaken off from that subshell.
There are three reasons for this.
• The probability is on a per-electron basis so increasing the
occupation increases the probability of losing an electron.
• Adding electrons to a subshell increases the mean radius
for that subshell. Less tightly bound electrons are more
likely to be shaken off.
• Additional electrons alter correlation effects. In the first
half of the spectrum, adding electrons generally increases
correlation effects. In the latter half, adding electrons
moves the atom towards a closed shell, and additional
electrons have a small effect on correlation.

2.2. Multiconfiguration shake-off calculations
Prior to ionization, the neutral atom is in an eigenstate of
the N + 1 electron Hamiltonian, H(N + 1), with an atomic
wavefunction (N + 1). Within the sudden approximation,
the removal of an electron occurs adiabatically, and so the
atomic wavefunction undergoes the transformation
(N + 1) →  ∗ (N)

The overall effect of valence state configuration is greatest
in the early transition metals, where there are fewer electrons
distributed among the 3d and 4s subshells. In scandium for
example, the probability of 3d shake-off ranges from 10% for
the 3d1 4s2 configuration to 59% for the 3d3 configuration.
The empirical value found by Anagnostopoulos et al [25] is
intermediate at 38%. In the later transition metals, the effect
of valence configuration is much less pronounced.

(2)

where  ∗ (N) is formed by simply removing a core electron
from (N +1) (the ∗ will be used to denote wavefunctions that
are unrelaxed in the ionized Hamiltonian).  ∗ (N) is no longer
an eigenstate of the new atomic Hamiltonian H(N), and can
instead be represented as a linear combination of eigenstates

(N)i | ∗ (N)|(N)i 
(3)
| ∗ (N) =

2.4. Fitting
Previously, the results of the atomic structure calculations
(section 2.1 and figure 2) would be fit to an experimental
spectrum, with each spectator case having a fitted amplitude
parameter. In the present work we eliminate the need for
such a parameter by making use of the results of section 2.2
(figure 1). This completely eliminates the need for any fitting
of relative transition intensities. The only fitting parameters
are for background removal, transition widths, and in some
cases (discussed below) a single overall energy offset where
the theoretical results are not in perfect agreement with
experiment.
Fitting was carried out using a least-squares algorithm.
Kα1 and Kα2 widths were fit independently. Initially, as in
previous work, a single parameter was used to account for

i

where (N) are the eigenstates of H(N). The quantity
i

P = 1 − (N)| ∗ (N)

k

| ∗j (N)

(4)

is the probability for the system, initially in state | ∗ (N), to be
discovered in any state other than |(N), where both | ∗ (N)
and |(N) are N electron wavefunctions with the same set
of quantum numbers. In other words, P is the probability of
either a shake-up or shake-off event occurring.
In the multiconfiguration framework, we can represent
the atomic wavefunction as the linear combination of CSFs
3
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Atomic Number

(a) Titanium 3d4 configuration

(a) 3dN configuration

Atomic Number

(b) 3dN −1 4s1 configuration

(b) Titanium 3d3 4s1 configuration

Atomic Number

(c) 3dN −2 4s2 configuration

(c) Titanium 3d2 4s2 configuration

Figure 1. 3d subshell shake-off probabilities for all valence
distributions of 3d and 4s electrons in the transition metals. Symbols
 [25],  [13],  [23],  [24],  [14], • [26],  [26], ◦ [27].
Lines (guide only): · · · · · · no correlation, - - - - n = 4 correlation,
—— n = 5 correlation. Open symbols are phenomenological fits
and filled symbols are fits made using atomic structure calculations.
The 3dN and 3dN−1 4s1 series show clear convergence as the basis set
is expanded. The 3dN−2 4s2 series does not appear to have converged
in the region 24 < Z < 28, however, titanium shows little variation
with basis set expansion. Phenomenological and multiconfiguration
results are discussed in detail in [20].

Figure 2. The results of an atomic structure calculation, as
described in section 2.1. These results are for the Kα transition in
titanium with differing valence electron configurations. The height
of the sticks represents the intensity of the transition, with each row
normalized in arbitrary units. The relative intensity of the rows is
determined using the methods described in 2.2. These transitions are
then convolved with Lorentzian broadening prior to fitting. As the
number of electrons in the 3d shell increases the possible angular
momentum couplings increase dramatically, increasing the density
of transitions in the stick figure diagrams.

in subshell 3d, and ω3d is the additional broadening due
to the 3d spectator. It was found, however, that the
additional broadening parameter ω3d can be eliminated without
significantly compromising the goodness of fit. In any case,
although this broadening parameter is regularly used in work
of this nature, it often takes on unphysical values, as noted
previously [13].

the additional broadening due to a spectator vacancy, for
example,
ωKα1+3d = ωKα1 + ω3d
ωKα2+3d = ωKα2 + ω3d

(6)
(7)

where ωKα1 is the width of the Kα1 transition, ωKα1+3d is
the width of the Kα1 transition with a spectator vacancy
4
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Table 1. Titanium fitting parameters for all possible valence configurations. In each case the peak of the spectrum is shifted to align with the
experimental spectrum in order to examine which configuration provides the best fit to the spectrum shape. In subsequent columns this shift
is removed, as are the additional spectator broadening parameters. All three configurations provide good fits to the spectrum when the peaks
2
are aligned, however, only the 3d2 4s2 configuration provides a good fit with minimal fitting parameters, with the remaining χreduced
dominated by a theoretical peak that is approximately 0.1 eV broader than the experimental peak due to theoretical multiplet spacing.
Ti 3d2 4s2
Fixed values
3p shake-off (%)
3d shake-off (%)
Kα1 energy peak (eV)
Kα2 energy peak (eV)
Fitted parameters
Kα1 width (eV)
Kα2 width (eV)
experimental Kα1 (eV)
experimental Kα2 (eV)
3p spectator broadening (eV)
3d spectator broadening (eV)
Derived values
Total spectra peak Kα1 (eV)
Total spectra peak Kα2 (eV)
2
χreduced

Ti 3d3 4s1

Ti 3d4

7.4
11.5
4510.98
4504.90

7.4
11.5
4510.98
4504.90

7.4
11.5
4510.98
4504.90

6.2
26.0
4511.62
4505.71

6.2
26.0
4511.62
4505.71

6.2
26.0
4511.62
4505.71

5.0
48.6
4512.47
4506.35

5.0
48.6
4512.47
4506.35

5.0
48.6
4512.47
4506.35

1.79
2.79
0.13
0.00
0.58
−0.33

1.76
2.75
0.13
0.00

1.78
2.75

1.86
2.81
−0.49
−0.74
−0.69
−0.74

1.69
2.63
−0.49
−0.74

1.84
3.06

2.07
2.92
−1.23
−1.36
−0.22
−1.31

2.00
2.84
−1.23
−1.36

3.20
3.48

4510.77
4504.98
4.72

–
–

–
–
–
–

4510.77
4504.98
4.91

4510.77
4504.98
5.19

4511.02
4504.86
1.45

3. Results

–
–

–
–
–
–

4511.02
4504.86
2.26

4511.02
4504.86
113.69

4510.89
4504.85
1.44

–
–

–
–
–
–

4510.89
4504.85
1.84

4510.89
4504.75
543.37

fits suggests that with sufficiently accurate calculations, the
additional broadening parameters are unnecessary—for any
hypothesized valence configuration.
Finally, we remove the energy shift parameters. This of
course rules out the 3d3 4s1 and 3d4 configurations, however,
the 3d2 4s2 configuration χ 2 value changes very little. The
resulting spectrum and residuals are presented in figure 3.
2
for this fit is less optimal than some of the
Although the χreduced
other cases considered, this is due to the combination of three
small effects: (a) the theoretical spread of the Kα1 lines due
to multiplet splitting appears to be greater than that observed
experimentally by approximately 0.1 eV; (b) the observed 3p
satellite intensity (6.2%) is approximately 1 per cent lower
than that calculated (7.4%); and (c) the theoretical Kα1 peak
is 0.13 eV higher than the best-fit peak. Considering that this
result uses no fitting parameters besides broadening this is a
remarkable agreement between theory and experiment, and the
first completely ab initio theoretical spectrum that is in good
agreement with observation.
We also considered an admixture of states, the results of
2
is
which are presented in table 2. The improvement in χreduced
2 2
minimal, although a combination of the 3d 4s and 3d3 4s1
valence configurations is consistent with the experimental
results if the theoretical energies are shifted significantly.
Importantly, while many might consider our code (or any
code) to have inadequacies of eigenvalues at the 0.2 eV level,
say, most would expect that such errors would constitute an
overall offset and hence that relative shifts of Kα1 from Kα2
are relatively improbable. We would agree, and this appears
to be strong evidence against the significant population of the
3d3 4s1 valence configuration.
Recent work has shown that the best-fit satellite intensities
can be highly sensitive to satellite broadening [20]. In the
present work we show that it is possible to present a
theoretical spectrum in good agreement with experiment using
purely theoretical values, without attempting to determine
what is the experimentally observed intensity of the satellite

We considered three possible valence state configurations
for titanium: 3d2 4s2 , 3d3 4s1 and 3d4 . In fits to experimental
spectra, even a slight discrepancy in peak energies can distort
the fitted parameters. Therefore, in each case the theoretical
spectrum was shifted so that the peaks aligned with the
experimental spectra. In calculations of this nature, the relative
position of peaks within the spectra converges much faster than
the absolute transition energies. While the 3d2 4s2 transition
appears to have converged well on the experimental energy
(see [13] for details), at this stage we wish to see which set of
transitions provides the best match to the profile shape.
The relative intensities of all components, including
satellite intensities, were fixed by theory. Thus, the only fitting
parameters are individual (instrumental) widths for the Kα1
and Kα2 transitions, and an additional broadening parameter
for each spectator component. Fitting parameters are presented
in table 1.
Each of the three valence configuration and satellite
intensity combinations can provide very good fits to the
experimental spectra. Each fit has significantly different
satellite intensities predicted by our shake-off theory.
Interestingly, despite this significant difference between
valence configurations, in each case our shake-off theory
predicts a near-optimal fit. It is not clear what the
significance of this is, if any; due to the energy separation
of the configurations it is impossible for all three valence
configurations to contribute to the spectrum. The only
evidence, then, that the nominal 3d2 4s2 valence configuration
is correct is the excellent convergence of the transition energies
to within 0.2 eV of the experimental value.
Inspection of table 1 suggests that the broadening of
the transition lines due to the spectator vacancy may be
negligible. We performed a second set of fittings, in this case
removing the two parameters for spectator broadening and
setting both to zero. Examination of the χ 2 values for these
5
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contribution, which depends on assumptions made about
broadening parameters. The community clearly needs more
accurate spectra in this latter regard.
It is worth emphasizing that in this final fit only two
fitting parameters are used (instrumental or total Kα1 and Kα2
widths). In comparison, our previous work has used six fitting
parameters; most prior work has used up to nine or twelve
fitting parameters. Since experimental broadening must be
accounted for, at least one broadening parameter will always
be necessary. For many experimental spectra, a common width
is reasonable; for the hole widths, separate broadening widths
are clearly needed.
The only remaining theoretical challenge to producing a
complete ab initio spectrum is to understand the additional
broadening of the Kα2 peak compared to the Kα1 . The most
likely explanation for this additional broadening is the effect
of the Coster–Kronig L2 − L3 M3,4 transition on the 2p−1
1/2
lifetime. This transition is forbidden in free atoms and so
atomic calculations of linewidths are unable to account for it.
Lifetime widths for the 3d elements that include the Coster–
Kronig transition are in better agreement with experimental
widths than those that do not [29, 30], however they still differ
from experiment by up to 0.5 eV. In solid-state spectra there is
also the possibility of nonlifetime contributions such as phonon
broadening.
This problem is confounded by the difficulties associated
with deconvolving natural broadening from experimental
broadening. Furthermore, experimental spectra that are
analysed using a single fitted Lorentzian/Voigt function will
overestimate the natural linewidth in open-shell systems due
to the multiplet structure of the transition [31]. Experimentally
reported linewidths in the transition metals are in many cases
discrepant by 1 eV or more, such as the widely measured Cu
Kα2 width [27, 26, 32, 33] which ranges from 2.89 to 4.05 eV.
In order to obtain agreement between theory and experiment at
the level of the present work, both theoretical and experimental
widths would need to be well defined to approximately 0.1 eV
accuracy.

Figure 3. Titanium spectra fitted to experiment [2] with only two
fitting parameters (Kα1 and Kα2 widths). The spectrum fits
remarkably well, with all asymmetry accounted for by spectator
vacancies. The residuals are mostly contained within experimental
uncertainty, with a discrepancy due to a 1 percentage point
overestimation of the 3p spectator population, slightly excessive
broadening of the Kα1 width, and a 0.1 eV offset in the Kα1 peak
location. This is the first ab initio reconstruction of a Kα spectrum
in agreement with experiment.

4. Conclusion

Table 2. Fitting parameters for an admixture of the 3d2 4s2 and
3d3 4s1 states. When energies are permitted to vary, the mixture of
states improves slightly over the 3d3 4s1 state. When energies are
fixed, however, the 3d2 4s2 state dominates.
Ti 3d2 4s2 + 3d3 4s1
Fitted values
1.73
Kα1 width (eV)
Kα2 width (eV)
2.70
3d3 4s1 contribution
59.8%
3d2 4s2 contribution
40.2%
experimental Kα1 −0.25
experimental Kα2 −0.49
2
χreduced
1.41

Using new, high accuracy calculations we have shown
that experimental Kα spectra can be reconstructed using
a fraction of the number of fitting parameters employed
previously, and without requiring an arbitrary additional
broadening of particular states. This is the first ab initio spectra
reproduction to do so, and represents a vital step towards
complete agreement with experiment. We have shown that
the 3d2 4s2 valence configuration provides good agreement
with experiment, however we cannot completely rule out
a more complex description. Further improvements in ab
initio spectra will require accurate theoretical determination of
transition widths and careful characterization of experimental
and instrumental broadening.

1.75
2.74
8.2%
91.8%
–
–
4.40
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